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Editor’s Note
Three refreshing articles, dealing with either the theory or
practice of literary translation, adorn the present issue.
Drawing examples from a variety of European languages as
well as Chinese, Laurence Wong Kwok-pun proposes a novel way
of looking at two different kinds of relationship between languages
that have a bearing on translation practice. “Centripetal”
relationships are those that figure among European languages,
for they have much in common semantically, morphologically,
syntactically and phonologically; “centrifugal” ones, on the other
hand, are manifested most clearly in translations from Chinese
into any European language, and vice versa. Readers, as they read
Wong’s article, are taken on a linguistic expedition in which they
encounter over half a dozen languages (including Italian, Spanish,
German, English, among others) and retrace the labyrinthine
pathways to be traversed by the multi-lingual translator.
In his article on the “state of the field” in research on
translated literature, Wu Guangjun undertakes the ambitious task
of defining what may be called a subfield of translation studies,
addressing problems related to its periodization, and seeking to
ascertain its disciplinary status. By referencing a staggering
amount of research on translated literature from the Mainland,
he debates various viewpoints concerning what it is, and advances
bold conclusions that are likely to drastically alter our thinking
v

on the subject in the future.
Positing a distinction between stylistic translation and
contextual translation, Isaac Yue examines various aspects of
Joseph Conrad’s idiosyncratic style, with his analytical lens
focused on the novelist’s efforts to create “linguistic illusion.” Of
special interest to our readers, though little explored, is the issue
of how the occasional awkwardness of Conrad’s prose, attributable
partly to his Polish background and his partly to his literary
intentions, can be rendered into Chinese. Yue is particularly
enlightening when he analyzes with microscopic precision selected
passages from Heart of Darkness as translated in three different
Chinese versions from the 1920s to the 1990s.
Leo Chan
Spring 2008
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Abstract
Centripetal Translation and Centrifugal Translation (by Laurence
K. P. Wong)
Practitioners of translation who have had the experience of
translating between European languages as well as between European
languages on the one hand and Chinese on the other must have been
aware that the second type of translation is more complex, which gives
rise to difficulties of various kinds. This paper examines the two types of
translation from both the linguistic and the cultural points of view, and
discusses two phenomena in translation, namely, centripetality and
centrifugality, which can explain and go beyond many concepts used in
translation studies, such as “literal translation” and “free translation”,
“domestication and foreignizing”, “source-text orientedness” and
“target-text orientedness”, and are applicable not only to the translation
of words, phrases, sentences, or paragraphs, but also to the overall
strategy adopted by a translator in tackling whole texts.

[1]

[2]

1

présence est désirable

Votre générosité est admirable

Your generosity is admirable
ag gressive

aggressiv

Take the

Aggressiv werden

aggressive

aggressivo

agresivo
aggressive

aggressive

aggressive
semantic
He is aggressive

field

aggressive

[6]

poignant

Collins Cobuild English Dictionary

3

[7]

… a poignant combination of beautiful surroundings and tragic history …
… a poignant love story …
Harry thought the sight of her was inexpressibly poignant.

poignant
context
1010
c

d

~ remarks

~ satire

a ~ spectacle
a feeling too poignant

e

to endure

f

1066

c
d

a ~ question
~ remarks

~ regret

~ sarcasm

~ tears

a ~ spectacle
poignant
poignant
poignant

[8]

4

ag g ressive
a g r e s ivo

ag ressif

ag g ressiv

ag g ressivo

[9]

aggressive

agressif

aggressivo

aggressiv

agresivo
aggressive

semantic field
She is my destiny

destiny
destiny
destinée

destino

5

wundervoll

[10]

wonderful

Betteridge

wundervoll

mar vellous

admirable

wondrous

wundervoll

1933

wonderful

2

[11]

rare bird
rare

bird

6

1968: 575
splendid

semantically directional
idiomatically directional
speech
community

faux amis
affronter

to put face to face and level
affront

to brave, to confront
to ‘insult openly’

affront

deride

tourner en dérision
abusive

deride

Chevalley and Chevalley 1966: 249
injurieux

abusif

contra r y to

abusivement
Goodridge 1966: 2

ingenuity

ingénuité

ingenuousness

ingéniosité Chevalley and Chevalley 1966: 446
7

[12]

abusif

excessive

abusively

d’une manière injurieuse
ingenuity

dérider

to unwrinkle (rare), to smooth; (fig.) to cheer

up

usage

which means
insulter

Chevalley and Chevalley 1966: 20
deride

to face;

pilot

pilot

Pile, stake;

[…] conical heap of salt; […] rags (used for making paper)
pilot

pilote
[13]

[14]

Fresh Obsessions
Our Absolute Finest
Meilleure

Notre Absolument

Notre qualité imbattable

BOILING and PETITE GOURMET: Place potatoes in a pot with
water. Cover and bring to a boil, then simmer until fork tender (40-50
minutes for Boiling, 20 minutes for Petite Gourmet). [15]

À BOUILLIR et PETIT GOURMET: Placer les pommes de terre
dans une casserole remplie d’eau. Couvrir, amener l’eau à ébullition et

8

laisser les pommes de terre mijoter jusqu’à ce qu’une fourchette s’y insère
aisément (de 40 à 50 minutes pour les pommes de terre à boullir et environ
20 minutes pour les pommes de terre Petite Gourmet). [16]

until fork tender

until

jusqu’à, fork fourchette, tender tendre

[17]

jusqu’à ce qu’une fourchette
until a fork

s’y insère aisément
can insert itself into it [the potato] easily

lexical item
[…] maintain a strong but discreet
military presence […]

[18]

T he Sun Zi is
The Sun Zi is

deceptively easy.

deceptively easy

[19]

[20]

9

dynamic equivalence
functional equivalence

Nida 1964: 159, 176
Nida and Taber 1969:
deceptively easy

14

[21]

a full harvest

a full man

a full mile
a full size
summer

full marks

a full member

full pay

full professor

full strength

a full voice

549

10

full

full
[22]

nexus

[23]

ar rimarse uno al sol que más
calienta
1982: 1026

It was a long story, with many ands
1984: 46
[24]

memorandum of understanding
Ph. D. candidate
diplomatic channels

[25]

He accepted the job, no and about it.

11

1984: 46

2003: 721

and

descriptive
grammar
[26]

12

[27]

platform

The

Random House Dictionary of the English Language Unabridged 1483
platform […] 1. a horizontal surface or structure with a horizontal surface
raised above the level of the surrounding area. 2. a raised flooring or
other horizontal surface, such as, in a hall or meeting place, a stage for
use by public speakers, performers, etc. […] 9. a place for public
discussion; forum.

idiomatic Chinese

platform

[28]

[29]

13

admirable
admirable

poignant

poignant
aggressivo

agresivo
aggressiv

aggressive

agressif
aggressive

[30]

poignant
poignant
aggressivo

ag resivo
aggressiv

agressif

14

aggressive

variables

hail
hail somebody as King
hail a taxi
613

[31]

translation shift

[32]

to
maintain a heavy military presence

maintenir une forte
15

présence militaire

[33]

any
Tom, Dick, and Harry

1984: 971

[34]

Tom Tyler

1984: 1464

[Tiler]

that’s no small
ce n’est pas de la petite bière

beer

il jouerait jusqu’à sa chemise
stake his very shirt

he would

Chavalley and Chavelley 1966: 467

déshabiller St
to undress

Pierre pour habiller St Paul

to disrobe St. Peter to dress St.

St. Peter to dress St. Paul
Paul
to rob Peter to pay Paul

16

Chevalley and Chevalley 1966:

252

à la file indienne

[35]

in Indian file
l’exception confirme le regle

the exception proves

Chevalley and Chevalley 1966: 339

the rule

419

ein
a clear

gutes Gewissen is ein sanftes Ruhekissen
conscience is the softest pillow
man

like master like

wie der Herr so der Knecht

1968a: 267

17

Betteridge

[36]

Well, my little countess! What a sauté of a
game au madère we are going to have, ma chère!

Edmonds 1957:

vol. 1, 63
Prince Hippolyte Kuragin—
charmant jeune homme. Monsieur Krug, chargé d’affaires from Copenhagen
—a man of great intellect […] Monsieur Shitov—un homme de beaucoup
de mérite

Edmonds 1957: vol. 1, 428

[37]

18

apple
street

pen
in

him

one

two

[38]

[39]

apple

pen

street

in

one

two
[40]

aggressive
mean

mean

mean

niggardly
ignoble

action) not generous or liberal

small-minded

(of person’s capacity, understanding, etc.) inferior, poor
malicious

ill tempered

Allen 1990: 735
mean
[41]

19

(of

presentation

tutorial

[42]

project

Karen

Cathay Pacific

New York

book

book
call call

check check
order ur

urgent

Honolulu

order

[43]

[44]

[45]

[46]

word formation
inflection
20

derivation

composition
base
form class
paradigm

noun
noun inflection

inflection

[47]

[48]

Les livres sont chers
i libri sono cari
los libros son caros

-s

snakes

mosquitoes
nominalization
-ness

morpheme
-ce

-té

-ità

-za

-ment

-ung
-ezza

-ty

-heit
-dad

-tas

21

Nobody has noticed your presence

Personne
Niemand hat deine

n’a remarqué ta présence
Anwesenheit bemerkt

Vous êtes prié d’honorer de votre présence la cérémonie d’ouverture
1979:
1003
J. C. Catford

You are requested to honour the opening ceremony with
your presence.
Soand-so requests the pleasure of your company at the opening ceremony.
Vous

the pleasure of your company
honorer

pleasure

présence

22

presence

John obtained his Ph. D. in 2000—she
was only 15.

[49]

lexis
level shift

grammar

was
[50]

was

Vous êtes prié
d’honorer de votre présence la cérémonie d’ouverture

You
are requested to be present
So-and-so requests the pleasure of your company
[51]
[52]

23

[53]

Matteo Mario Boiardo, 1434-94
“Nè più dolce a’ nostri ochi il ciel sfavilla”
Nè più dolce a’ nostri ochi il ciel sfavilla
de lumi adorno che la notte inchina,
nè il vago tremolar de la marina
al sol nascente lucida e tranquilla;
nè quella stella che de su ne stilla
fresca rogiada a l’ora matutina,
nè in giazio terso nè in candida brina
ragio di sol che sparso resintilla;
nè tanto el veder nostro a sè retira
qual cosa più gentile et amorosa
su nel ciel splende, on qua giù in terra spira:
quanto la dolce vista e graziosa
de quei begli occhi che Amor volve e gira;
e chi no il crede, de mirar non li osa. (Kay 1965: 138-139)

begli occhi
parenthesis
24

Heaven does not sparkle more sweetly to our eyes when it is fair with
lights that the night brings low, nor the charmed trembling of the waves,
clear and calm in the rising sun; nor that star which drops the fresh dew
at the morning hour, nor a ray from the sun that, refracted, dazzles on
gleaming ice or white hoar-frost; nor does anything more gracious and
enamouring shine in heaven or breathe upon earth that draws our gaze
as does the sweet and blissful look of those lovely eyes which Love
turns this way and that; and whoever doubts this, has not dared to look
upon them. (Kay 1965: 138-139)

Elegie
Wie leicht und zierlich, klar und zart gewoben
Schwebt, seraphgleich, aus ernster Wolken Chor,
Als glich’ es ihr, am blauen Äther droben
Ein schlank Gebild aus lichtem Duft empor! (Goethe 1986: 311)

How lightly and delicately, clearly and tenderly fashioned, like a hovering
seraph, from amid the stern chorus of the clouds, up yonder against the

25

blue sky a slender figure of bright haze rises, as if it were her own!
(Goethe 1986: 311)

Als glich’ es ihr

as if it were her own

Aeneis
ellipsis
hanc Ianus pater, hanc Saturnus condidit arcem;
Ianiculum huic, illi fuerat Saturnia nomen (Virgil 2000: 84)

This fort father Janus built, that Saturn; Janiculum was this called, that
Saturnia (Virgil 2000: 85)

condidit

accusative

arcem

Ianus pater
Saturnus
nomen

huic

illi
This fort father Janus built, that fort Saturn built;
Janiculum was this called, Saturnia was that called
26

Fast by the oracle of God, I thence
Invoke thy aid to my advent’rous song,
That with no middle flight intends to soar
Above th’ Aonian mount, while it pursues
Things unattempted yet in prose or rhyme. (Milton 1966: 212)

Cantonese are (were) born in Canton

Quand on est Cantonais, on est né à Canton

[54]

forgive and forget
f
forgive

/f/

g

/g/

forget
oginez vilain, il vous poindra, poignez

vilain, il vous oindra

flatter the low and they will treat

you roughly, cudgel them, and they will lick your boots
and Chevalley 1966: 643
29

Chevalley

volere è potere
will is power

E ’l duca lui:

Caron, non ti crucciare:

vuolsi così colà dove si puote
ciò che si vuole, e più non dimandare . (Alighieri 1960: 454)

2003b: 139

2003b: 139

vuolsi così colà dove si puote / ciò che si vuole
30

a

e

i

o

u

Mark Musa
And my guide, “Charon, this is no time for anger!
It is so willed, there where the power is
for what is willed; that’s all you need to know.” (Musa 1984: 92)

Rudolf Borchardt
Sprach mein geleit:

Karôn, lass zorn in ruh:

wille ists also allda, da Aller Wille
ist Aller Macht, und meh nicht frage du.

(Borchardt 1967: 26)

Jacqueline Risset
Mon guide alors lui dit: Charon, ne te démène pas:
on veut ainsi là où on peut
ce que l’on veut, et ne demande pas davantage. (Risset 1992: 45)

willed
willed
wille

Wille

Aller

allda

all-

Aller
veut

peut

veut
31

Martínez de Merlo
Y el guía a él: Caronte, no te irrites:
así se quiere allí donde se puede
lo que se quiere, y más no me preguntes. (Martínez de Merlo 2000:
94)

así se quiere allí donde se puede / lo que se quiere
a

e

i

o

[56]

32

u

[55]

[57]

[1]

[2]

The

[3]

Shifting Nexus: Translation Revisited

word order

syntax
morphology
endocentric

[4]

exocentric

construction

compound

syntactic function
immediate constituent

water

cold
water

greenhouse

33

house
in the garden
garden
bittersweet

exocentric compound
elements bitter

sweet

Flexner 1987: 642, 679

Santa Maria Novella
New St. Mary

Santa María Novella
Santa Maria Novella

[5]

sun
Sonne

sunne

Germanic branch
sole sol soleil

sol

Italic branch
[6]

aggressive

He

is very aggressive
[7]

Cobuild
Birmingham University International Language Database
[8]

34

COLLINS

poignant
pungere Allen 1990: 919

pungere

to prick, puncture,

stab … to make by piercing, to penetrate, enter … to touch, move … to
prick off … to sting, vex, annoy

Simpson 1968: 489
poignant

scharf,

beißend, stechend, brennend, heftig, nagend, schmerzlich

Betteridge

1968b: 373
poignant
poignant
poignant

smell

piquant

taste

Goodridge 1966: 198

piquant

piquant
piquer

[t]o prick, to sting; to lard; to stitch, to quilt;

to goad, to spur, to excite, to stimulate; to pique, nettle; to pin

Chevalley

and Chevalley 1966: 635
aggressio attack

[9]

aggressio

aggredi

aggress- adgredio to go to [……] to approach aggressively, to attack
Allen 1990: 23 Chevalley and Chevalley 1966: 22 Cusatelli 1980:
48
text-replication

[10]

sun
[11]

Die Sprache verkleidet den Gedanken. Und zwar so, dass man nach der
äusseren Form des Kleides, nicht auf die Form des bekleideten Gedankens
schliessen kann; weil die äussere Form des Kleides nach ganz anderen
Zwecken gebildet ist, als danach, die Form des Körpers erkennen zu
lassen

Wittgenstein 1981: 62

35

[12]

Chevalley and Chevalley 1966: ix-xi

[13]

Chevalley and Chevalley 1966: ix-x

[14]

speech community

Romance languages
Catalan

Rhaeto-Romanic
Sardinian

Ladino
Flexner 1987: 1668 Romance languages
[15]
[16]

fork

[17]

fork
pronged) fork
tener

fourchette

tender

fourchette

tendre

furca

tender

a (two-

tendre

tender, delicate, soft

tender
Chevalley and

Chevalley 1966: 371 Allen 1990: 1257 Simpson 1968: 260, 598
[18]

BBC World
The

[19]

is
[20]

sun

36

moon

source-oriented
sourcière
orientiert

sourcier

exotizador exotizadora
target-oriented

naturalizadora

cibiliste

zieltext-orientiert

naturalizador
source-oriented

ausgangstextnaturalizador

domesticated

naturalizadora
oriented

oriented

volition
describe
source-oriented

Nida and Taber 1969: 22-28

Catford 1965: 32-34

correspondence

formal

formal correspondence
source-oriented
source-oriented

target-oriented
target-oriented
source-

oriented
target-oriented
source-oriented
1977: 1169

target-oriented
My heart is not a stone; / It cannot be rolled. / My

heart is not a mat; / It cannot be folded away
source-oriented

Waley 1937: 71

target-oriented
foreignized
foreignized

naturalized

domesticated

37

Delisle, Lee-Jahnke, Comier 1999
[21]

maintain a strong but discreet military presence

[22]

word
Laurence Wong [Huang Guobin] 2006b

[23]

back-translation

[24]

there are many details
many ands

[25]

with
with many ands

channels
2003a

[26]

2001
the reception of post-modernism

[27]

2003a
[28]
[29]

38

text-replication

[30]

equivalence
Indeed,
translatability here appears, intuitively, to be a cline rather than a clear-cut
dichotomy. SL texts and items are more or less translatable rather than
absolutely translatable or untranslatable

Catford 1965: 93
A Linguistic Theory

of Translation: An Essay in Applied Linguistics
the reception of Marxism

[31]

the reception

of post-modernism

2003a
[32]

Translation shift

J. C. Catford

translation shift

translation shifts

Catford 1965: 73-82

39

The Shifting Nexus: Translation Revisited
military presence

[33]

présence militaire
structure-

shift
Tom, Dick, and Harry

[34]

Pierre, Paul et Jacques
direct transfer
direct transfer
Übernahme

report

traslado

Delisle, Lee-Jahnke, and Comier 1999: 134
C h e va l l e y a n d

[35]

Chevally 1966: xi

Words are not used according to their

historical, but according to their immediate and practical, value. Their
meaning is different according to the moment when they are used, and
the use to which they are put. Outside their moment and their object they
fall into nothingness. Let us again quote Delacroix: ‘A word is primarily a
tissue of associations; it is swathed in associative relations.’
idiomatic translation

[36]

traduction idiomatique

traducción idiomática

idiomatische Übersetzung
A <translation strategy> that consists of producing a
<target text> that conforms to the conventions established in the <target
language> and to the spontaneous form of expression commonly used
by native speakers

Delisle, Lee-Jahnke, Comier 1999: 144

[37]

Graham
Greene

The Quiet American

[38]

lunch
lunch

40

[39]

[40]

[41]

ting

[42]

present

tutor

[43]

football

[44]

sport

teak

mass-media

technicòlor

match
le regole dello

sport

gli sport invernali

fare dello sport

sport

fare ql.co. per sport

Cusatelli 1980: 1711

match

Walkman

week-end

loan words
[45]

walkman
walkman

baladeur

41

praticare lo

Mary obtained her doctorate in 2000;

[49]

at that time, she was only 15.
possessive

[50]

adjective
[51]

his

Delisle, Lee-Jahnke, Comier 1999: 132
Some languages, such as French and German, prefer
to package verb-related information in verbal nouns, whereas English
prefers to use verbs, specifically action verbs. Hence we speak of
<deverbalization> or <nominalization> when translating out of English
into other [European] languages.

[52]
[53]

2001

10

47-72

79-84
107-27
4

2005

1-14

Wong [Huang Guobin], “Syntax and

Translatability”, Babel, 52.2, pp. 124-32
[54]

[55]

puede
u

[56]

u
puede

preguntes
u
2003: 47-59

[57]

43

u

quiere

1979
2001
19-46
2003a
209-247
2003b
2005

4

1-14
1977

21
1979
1989, 1991
1982
1974
2003

44

1933
1984
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Abstract
Rethinking the Research on Translated Literature in China (by
Wu Guangjun)
In recent years, research on translated literature (TL) has been
gaining increasing attention in China. Nonetheless, three
fundamental problems in this area are to be solved. First, the domain
of TL has not yet been fixed. Second, the starting point and the
division of the history of TL in China remain controversial. Third,
the disciplinary classification of TL is still debated and questioned.
In view of the above problems, this paper delimits the domain of TL,
proposes a new starting point as well as a new division model of the
history of TL in China on the basis of development of TL itself, and
finally identifies TL research as a branch of Translation Studies.
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Literature and the Importance
of Stylistic Translation:
A Study of the Chinese
Translation of Joseph Conrad’s
Heart of Darkness
Isaac Yue

Abstract
This paper addresses the question of style in translation, and
focuses on Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, a work whose stylistic
complexity makes it especially difficult to translate. The paper
examines certain distinctive features of Conrad’s style, including
particular forms of syntax that bear the influence of the writer’s
Polish/French-speaking background. It then assesses Chinese
translations of the novel, and the extent to which the stylistic effects
of Conrad’s style have been successfully conveyed in Chinese. The
paper concludes by calling for a greater awareness of “stylistic
translation” and its importance.

Among the literary canons of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century, the works of Joseph Conrad occupy a distinctive position in
being not only profoundly perceptive in their exploration of the issue of
moral consciousness which utilizes the late Victorian cultural perception
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of the self and world as eternally conflicting entities, but also in the
means of achieving this by stretching the previous limits of the English
language to present a narrative technique that essentially anticipated the
modernist movement in its redefinition of the syntactical relationship
between various English words. In other words, Conrad stands out from
his contemporaries in the sense that his writings deserve scholarly
attention both from a literary and linguistic perspective (perhaps the only
other writer alongside Ernest Hemingway to claim this distinction). As
T. E. Lawrence (1920) once stated, Conrad’s prose:
[is] not built in the rhythm of ordinary prose, but on something existing
only in his head, and as he can never say what it is he wants to say, all his
things end in a kind of hunger, a suggestion of something he can’t say
or do or think […] He’s as much a giant of the subjective as Kipling is
of the objective.

Indeed, the interiority of Conrad’s narrative style does represent
something of a departure from the norm in the English language of the
late Victorian period. And in many ways his unique style of writing played
a large role in the evolution of the language in the following decades.
Although there can little doubt concerning Conrad’s literary achievement
and the impact of his writings on the English language, whether this
linguistic aspect of his accomplishment was intentional or not is quite
debatable. Born in 1857 to a Polish family in the Russian Empire, Conrad
was taught only Polish and French as a youth and did not begin to study
English until 1878 when he signed up on the Mavis—a British freighter—
as an unofficial apprentice. By this time, Conrad was already in his
twenties, and in spite of his eventual literary fame as a writer in English,
his verbal proficiency in the language was inferior to his writing skill. For
example, Conrad’s spoken English was described by Jane Anderson, a
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close friend, as follows:
His voice is very clear and fine in tone, but there is an accent which I
never heard before. It is an accent which affects every word, and gives
the most extraordinary rhythm to phrases. And his verbs are never right.
If they are in the place they should be—which is seldom—they are
without tense. (Meyers 1991: 301)

In other words, by writing in English, Conrad was in fact writing
in a language in which he could not claim full competency. This being
the case, he must logically have had to rely on something other than his
English ability to express in his writings what he could not do fluently
verbally. Indeed, according to Zdzislaw Najder (1983), in writing in
English, what Conrad was in fact doing was subconsciously translating
his stories, which he had originally conceived in Polish, sentence by
sentence into English (his father, after all, was a translator who was
renowned for his Polish translations of nineteenth-century French literary
masterpieces). We can observe this in sentences such as “the light of
remote sun coming victorious from amongst the dissolving blackness of
the clouds” (An Outcast of the Islands, 1896/1921: 286), in which the missing
article in front of the word “remote” clearly indicates the Polish origin
of this phrase (the syntax of Polish demands much less attention to
articles than English). In fact, such “mistakes” probably occurred much
more frequently than is observable now, for it is conceivable that editors
and literary acquaintances such as Ford Maddox Ford, to whom Conrad
showed the manuscripts of many of his works-in-progress, would have
pointed out to Conrad the problematic usages of many of his wordings.
However, in spite of this, a remarkably novel narrative style, most likely
unintentional on Conrad’s part, materialized as a result. As Najder (1983:
116-117) notes:
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Polish has a more closely knit syntax, and thus naturally admits of longer
sentences; it is rich in adjectives, more sedate in pace, less ambiguous,
and tends to the rhetorical. Thanks to its morphological flexibility, it
can be more easily made to follow closely the flow of one’s ideas […]
[A]n analysis of [Conrad’s] style reveals the imprint of Polish in all his
works.

As this quotation points out, elements such as long sentences, rich
adjectives and sedate pace, which are nowadays commonly regarded as
definitive features of Conradian prose, in fact have their origin in the
Polish language and Conrad’s habit of conceptualizing passages in his
mother tongue. However, what Conrad was able to achieve through this,
aside from contributing to the extension of the linguistic boundary of
nineteenth-century English, was the creation of a style of a narrative
technique that is capable of enhancing the overall aesthetic value of the
text by finding a dramatic and distinctive voice of the characters (including
the narrator) for different situations. The result is a revolutionary literary
mechanism that is capable of contributing to the overall flow of the
story, by allowing readers to better relate to the incidents being described.
For example, in works such as Heart of Darkness (1901), in which a
consistent atmosphere of complexity and chaos underlies the entire text,
the usage of long sentences serves an imperative purpose of creating a
visual and moving atmosphere for an otherwise static narrative. This can
be observed in Marlow’s attempt to convey to the passengers on board
the Nellie the horror of Africa:
I saw a face amongst the leaves on the level with my own, looking at me
very fierce and steady; and then suddenly, as though a veil had been
removed from my eyes, I made out, deep in the tangled gloom, naked
breasts, arms, legs, glaring eyes, —the bush was swarming with human
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limbs in movement, glistening, of bronze colour. (1901/2000: 76)

Although the sequence of events here can easily be rewritten into
a series of shorter phrases for easier comprehension, doing so would
inevitably upset the sense of visual chaos that so efficiently simulates the
severe shock experienced by Marlow in Africa. The sequence of events
here, told in a distinctive Conradian prose that Edward Crankshaw (1936:
173) describes as “a sort of atmospheric saturation”, is thus highly
stimulating in the sense that it is able to mimic the actual experience of
sight by presenting to readers a simple yet effective series of visual images
and actions, much like the way our eyes perceive objects in real life. Thus,
by forcing series after series of such imageries into being visually registered
by readers, the effect of the sentence becomes one that essentially invites
readers to draw their own conclusion, much like the way we are
accustomed to interpreting things in a non-literary context. Although
the removal of this style of prose from Marlow’s narration would not
necessarily jeopardize the narrated events themselves, it would however
severely lower the quality of presentation of the text and eliminate the
aspect of visual chaos which so fittingly complements the representation
of Marlow’s “dark” continent. The importance of writing style in
Conrad’s texts is therefore not to be underestimated.
Therefore, when it comes to translating Conrad into another
language, what Gabriel Rodríguez-Pazos says concerning the translation
of Hemingway into Spanish—that it is important for a translator, first
of all, to recognize a writer’s “creation of literary truth in a linguistic
illusion” (2004: 48)—is equally applicable. In this essay, attention will be
paid to the “linguistic illusion” of Conrad and its significance towards
the development of the central themes of his writings. In Aspects of
Conrad’s Literary Language (2000), for example, Michael A. Lucas cites a
number of linguistic and syntactical features favoured by Conrad and
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considers them important essences of his prose. Borrowing his
terminology and classification of the various attributes of Conrad’s
writings, with reference to important studies of Chinese syntax such as
Modern Chinese (Chen 1999) and Xiandai Hanyu (Modern Chinese) (Cheng
and Tian 1997), attempts will be made to determine the possibility of
recreating the same literary mechanism using the Chinese language.
Existing Chinese translations of Conrad’s works will be consulted as
important examples.
translation of Heart of
In his introduction to He Xinqin’s
compares the writing style of Conrad to
Darkness, Sun Shuyu
that of a concert pianist:
Whether one can fully comprehend its meaning or not, his words are
like music; even though they lack a subjective point of view that offers
a sense of actuality, readers are nevertheless impressed by his presentation
which is at the same time beautiful and powerful. (He 1988: 15, my
translation)

Although Sun’s assessment of Conrad’s strength is no doubt fair and
accurate, with so much emphasis being placed on the aesthetic elements
of Conrad’s prose (Sun follows the above quotation with praise for the
author’s choice of words and the narrator’s powerful voice, and describes
Conrad as an “artist of words” [ibid: 16]), one does wonder if a translator’s
attention would end up being too focused on this issue, and risk
overlooking its equally interesting syntactic features. For example, in
modern twentieth-century English, a modifying phrase is often achieved
using the words “which” or “that”. In a sentence such as “the horses
that sleep in the barn”, for example, the word “that” typically denotes
the beginning of a clause that separates the denotata of “horses” into
two different categories—one that sleeps in the barn and one that does
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not. However, back in the nineteenth century, such usage (which happens
to function in the same way as the word qui in French—another language
Conrad was fluent in) was far from common in English. For instance, in
describing a scene of similar nature, instead of employing “that” or
“which” in a relative clause, nineteenth-century writers such as Dickens
would typically compose sentences by using phrases that signify equal
importance:
I thanked him and ran home again, and there I found that Joe had already
locked the front door and vacated the state parlour, and was seated by
the kitchen fire with a hand on each knee, gazing intently at the burning
coals. (Great Expectations, 1861/1999: 112)

And in other situations, brackets would be used, such as: “I have
an affection for the road yet (though it is not so pleasant a road as it was
then), formed in the impressibility of untried youth and hope” (ibid:
158). In either case, although both the parts that describe “Joe” and “the
roads” could easily have been rewritten using the syntactic property of
“that” or “which”, as found in modern English, the majority of Victorian
writers display a clear preference in their works to break up the sentences
into such semi-individual phrases, instead of utilizing relative clauses to
create one elongated sentence of varying focus according to different
clauses. Indeed, using Dickens’s Little Dorrit (1857) as an example, the
word “that” appears one hundred and twelve times in the first two
chapters, yet only thirteen of them signal a relative clause. For Conrad,
however, the usage of the word “that” as a signifier of a relative clause,
in phrases like the “Capataz had mastered the fury that was like a tempest
in his ears in time to hear the name of Don Carlos” (Nostromo, 1904/
1924: 434, my italics), and “the drowsy, conscious stare of those fixed
eyeballs starting out of the grimy, dishevelled head that drooped very
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still with its mouth closed askew” (Nostromo, 1904/1924: 448-9, my italics),
is one of the most dominant features of his writings. In the first five
chapters of Lord Jim (1899), for example, which contain roughly the same
number of words as the first two chapters of Little Dorrit, the relative
clause of “that” alone is used forty-eight times. While the main reason
for Conrad’s apparent predilection for the relative clause has probably
something to do with its being a common feature in both French and
Polish, by interacting multiple clauses that often complicate a sentence,
Conrad’s prose is able to acquire a unique and powerful overtone that is
capable of providing the perfect tool for the syntactic construction of
complicated chaos. A typical sentence from Heart of Darkness provides a
good example:
Since I had peeped over the edge myself, I understand better the meaning
of his stare, that could not see the flame of the candle, but was wide
enough to embrace the whole universe, piercing enough to penetrate all
the hearts that beat in the darkness. (1901/2000: 113, my italics)

By structuring the sentence with two long relative clauses, Conrad
is able to complicate the presentation of this sentence and offer a sense
of disordered confusion that is capable of echoing Marlow’s own doubt
and uncertainty. Therefore, when it comes to translating Conrad’s
writings, the important issue is not always what is being told, but how
something is being told. It is thus interesting to see the different
approaches employed by different Chinese translators in tackling this
problem, and to compare their effectiveness.
Wang Runhua
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1970: 160
He Xinqin

1988: 102
Zhang Ruwen

1999: 120

In the English passage, the first signifier “that”, which is used to
modify the object “stare”, represents a significant problem to the
translators because modifiers are not normally found in the syntax of
the Chinese language. Therefore, in order to achieve Marlow’s somewhat
disjointed and incoherent tone as realized by Conrad’s complicated
sentence, Wang had to awkwardly employ the Chinese term ningshi
(stare)—normally used as a verb in modern Chinese—as a noun in his
translation. The outcome, however, is a sentence which, whilst it succeeds
in mimicking Marlow’s rambling by making itself difficult for readers to
interpret, does so in a highly inarticulate manner by forcefully assigning
uncustomary functions to terms that are widely recognized for other
properties in modern Chinese. The readability of the text suffers as a
result. Meanwhile, a different and more orthodox approach is taken by
He, who simply replaces the word “stare”, which can only be awkwardly
(the
employed as a noun in modern Chinese, with the word yanshen
gaze). While this tactic succeeds in taking care of the grammatical
difference between English and Chinese, the relative clause of the original
sentence remains a problem. He deals with this using another common
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translation strategy—conversion—and shifts the focus of the second
part of the sentence to the subject “he”. The passage, as a result, becomes:
Since I had peeped over the edge myself, I understand better the meaning
of his gaze, he could not see the flame of the candle, but could see wide
enough to embrace the whole universe, piercing enough to penetrate all
the hearts that beat in the darkness.

Although the introduction of “he” as a subject effectively solves
the problem of translating the relative clause into Chinese, in doing so
the translator has also essentially broken up the intended continuance of
Conrad’s original sentence. Thus, the rambling of Marlow, for which
the modifier was intended in the first place, becomes incapacitated because
it has been effectively nullified in the process. The result of such a
translation is a sentence that reads too effortlessly, and the stylistically
disjointed effect of the original, which importantly underpins the element
of chaos as the novel’s main theme, is no longer present.
The third translator, Zhang, adopts the usage of the Chinese particle
de in his attempt to capture the essence of the original passage. Although
in modern Chinese, de can often be employed as the equivalent of a
modifier in English, this is best avoided because unlike English, in which
a modifier always precedes a word, Chinese grammar is often more
inclined towards succeeding modifiers than preceding ones. As Yu
Guangzhong correctly points out, “while preceding modifiers do not
pose a serious problem for shorter sentences, in situations where the
sentence is long, preceding modifiers would only become cumbersome”
(1999: 165, my translation). However, in the above translation, Zhang
was able to creatively employ de as a preceding modifier to his advantage,
and achieve the element of chaos in his long sentence by such means
without jeopardizing the continuity of the text. In other words, Zhang
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was able to retain the distinctive chaotic awkwardness of Conrad’s prose
by disconcerting readers with an equally awkward usage of the Chinese
particle de.
Regarding Conrad’s highly distinctive writing style, H. G. Wells
(1896: 509-510) offers the following summary:
Mr Conrad is wordy; but his story is not so much told as seen through a
haze of sentences […] and he writes despicably. He writes so as to
mask and dishonour the greatness that is in him.

Although few today would find themselves readily agreeing with the heavy
negativism of Wells’s observations, his criticism of Conrad’s
awkwardness, in reference to the third-person narration of Almayer’s Folly
(1895), is probably not totally unjust; and his comparison of the writing
style to seeing something “through a haze of sentences” also seems a
befitting description of Conrad’s uniqueness. However, in a framed tale
such as Heart of Darkness, what Wells sees as a disadvantage to Conrad’s
storytelling suddenly becomes a uniquely revolutionary development in
the art of narration. Unlike Jane Austen, who according to J. F. Burrows
(1987: 2) has a unique gift in being able to convincingly develop a
distinctive tone or style of speech for each individual character in her
novels, Conrad’s comparatively monolithic approach to speech does
appear to hinder his texts’ readability at times; yet as Lucas (2000: 172182) points out, in a less obvious way, Conrad does often pay meticulous
attention to differentiate a narrator’s voice from that of a character, and
utilize this effectively to subtly move back and forth between the
perspectives of a narrator and a character, and further discombobulate a
passage in the process. An example of this can be found in one of the
many typical passages “spoken” by Marlow:
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… No, it is impossible; it is impossible to convey the life-sensation of
any given epoch of one’s existence,—that which makes its truth, its
meaning—its subtle and penetrating essence. It is impossible. We live,
as we dream—alone … (1901/2000: 50)

By using dashes and commas to effectively mimic the pauses and
times of mental reflection of the character (both of which being common
features of oral expression), an authentic feeling of “speech” is achieved
in this monologue which differentiates it from the narrator’s more
objective descriptions. This demonstrates Conrad’s undeniable awareness
of the unique characteristics of the oral tradition, and his ability to utilize
it in his writings. Indeed, a quick survey of Heart of Darkness reveals that,
in places, not only does Conrad deliberately disrupt Marlow’s speech
with redundant prepositions in order to create the effect of a stuttering
speech, but the characteristic Conradian usage of highly elaborate similes,
such as “like” in “like a rough head of stone stretched from a green-clad
coast at the end of a slender neck of sand covered with thickets of
thorny scrub” (Nostromo, 1904/1924: 4), and “as if” in “as if it had
dissolved itself into great piles of grey and black vapours that travel out
slowly to seaward and vanish into thin air all along the front” (Nostromo,
1904/1924: 6), are also noticeably missing from those passages. This
demonstrates an apparent awareness of the technique for differentiation
of voices in Conrad’s writings. In one particular scene in Heart of Darkness,
this change of tone is utilized to create a unique effect:
That was not the point. The point was in his being a gifted creature, and
that of all his gifts the one that stood out pre-eminently, that carried
with it a sense of real presence, was his ability to talk, his words—the
gift of expression, the bewildering, the illuminating, the most exalted
and the most contemptible, the pulsating stream of light, or the deceitful
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flow from the heart of an impenetrable darkness.
The other shoe went flying unto the devil-god of that river. I thought,
By Jove! It’s all over. We are too late; he has vanished—the gift has
vanished, by means of some spear, arrow, or club. I will never hear that
chap speak after all,—and my sorrow had a startling extravagance of
emotion, even such as I had noticed in the howling sorrow of these
savages in the bush. I couldn’t have felt more of lonely desolation
somehow, had I been robbed of a belief or had missed my destiny in
life … Why do you sigh in this beastly way, somebody? Absurd? Well,
absurd. Good Lord! Mustn’t a man ever—Here, give me some tobacco.
(1901/2000: 79)

Some critics, instead of regarding this passage as one lengthy and
uninterrupted statement from Marlow, suggest that the voice and opinion
of the narrator actually noticeably underpin this passage, and at times
even separate themselves from Marlow’s original opinion to become an
independent statement. Lucas (2000: 53-65), for example, cites the lack
of interruption by punctuations and complicated Conradian similes as
important clues for deciphering the first paragraph as the narrator’s
personal opinion, so that his recording of what Marlow has actually
spoken does not resume until the second paragraph. Whether readers
agree with this assessment or not, the change of tone between the two
paragraphs remains undeniable. From a translator’s perspective, the
problem of identifying and then tackling such subtle Conradian change
of tone represents one of the major challenges in its rendition in Chinese.
Here is how this second paragraph is realized in Chinese by the three
translators studied in this article:
Wang Runhua
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1970: 110
He Xinqin

1988: 71
Zhang Ruwen

1999: 83

In this paragraph, particular attention must be paid to the sentence:
“my sorrow had a startling extravagance of emotion, even such as I had
noticed in the howling sorrow of these savages in the bush. I couldn’t
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have felt more of lonely desolation somehow, had I been robbed of a
belief or had missed my destiny in life”. Of particular interest is the fact
that although poetic elements such as “howling sorrow” remain as
prominent here as in his other writings, distinctive Conradian similes
which utilize words such as “like” and “as if” are noticeably missing.
This suggests a conscious effort on Conrad’s part to alter his style of
writing from the usual Polish-based sentence structure to a much more
straightforward Victorian English approach. While his reason for doing
so remains debatable, the fact that such an abrupt alteration did occur
must nevertheless be made equally noticeable in the translation. In order
to evaluate a translator’s success in getting this message across, attention
must thus be paid to how the usual Conradian similes are dealt with by
each translator.
The usual Chinese equivalents of words such as “like” and “as if”
, yiban
and yiyang
are found in terms such as xiang , shide
. Therefore, unsurprisingly, the three translators show unanimous
preference in evoking such terms, in various combinations, to recreate
the Conradian similes in their Chinese translations. In the passage above,
however, the term yiyang is employed by Wang Runhua to translate the
unconventional (in a Conradian sense) phrase “even such as I had noticed
in the howling sorrow of these savages in the bush”. In his translation,
therefore, the distinction of style between this paragraph and a typical
Marlowian one becomes indistinguishable, along with any possible motive
behind Conrad’s deliberate alteration of writing style in the process. By
contrast, He and Zhang are both able to avoid using words such as yiyang
in their translations. The differentiation of style between this passage
and others as uttered by Marlow is therefore retained to a larger degree
in these two translations.
In contrast to business or legal texts where the information
contained in the original often represents the primary focus of the
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translation, for translation of literary texts, especially those featuring a
voice as unique as Conrad’s, the attention to its linguistic representation
often falls into danger of being overlooked by the translator. In reality,
however, such linguistic features are often employed by the author in a
distinctive manner to support and contribute to the development of the
story. The ability to make the narrator’s voice blend with the emotional
struggles of the characters is also one of the most determining factors
concerning the literary value of a text. For example, although
Hemingway’s style of writing is sometimes criticized for being too simple
and childlike, the essence of his achievement ultimately lies herein as it
represents a calculated procedure that is designed to achieve complex
effects. To remove from Conrad’s writing his unique narrative voice,
which is influenced by his knowledge of foreign languages such as Polish
and French, would be the equivalent of rephrasing Hemingway with
sentences that read much more sophisticatedly—even if the content were
to remain the same after the process, the literary uniqueness which makes
the text valuable in the first place would be forever diminished.
In this essay, attempts have been made to understand the value of
Conrad’s unique English prose in relation to linguistic elements found in
French and Polish, as well as the significance it holds when attempting to
render his texts into a foreign language such as Chinese. By using Heart
of Darkness as the focal point of this study, the purpose of this paper is
to identify some of the important differences between Chinese and
English and their effect on the style and presentation of a text (translating
an author’s unique voice). Heart of Darkness, as many would agree,
represents a highly important and unique text in English literature and is
notoriously difficult to translate. For example, critics have noted that its
title contains a double-layered meaning in which the word “darkness”
can be interpreted both as the unknowable Africa and the human heart.
This denotes just one of the many elements in the novel that is extremely
87
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difficult, if not impossible, to articulate in Chinese. Thus, instead of
simply pointing out the obvious differences in the operation of languages
and outlining what is possible and impossible, this study attempts to
focus on the more subtle aspects of Conrad’s literary language, and aims
to compare the literary effects of different combination of wordings in
both Chinese and English in the hope of bringing a higher sense of
awareness to the importance of stylistic translation and its distinction
from contextual translation.
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